Harbinger Access Equipment is a division within the MME Group since 1974 and has expanded into a major worldwide supplier of marine and offshore equipment. Harbinger is used as the brand name for the range of high quality seawater resistant aluminium gangways, accommodation ladders and other types of access equipment like painting stages, painting rafts and bulwark ladders.

The range of the Harbinger coaster gangways complies with the Dutch rules and regulations for access equipment. The other type of Harbinger gangways comply with the international rules and regulations specified in BSMA 78 and ISO 7061. The Harbinger accommodation ladder systems comply with BSMA 89 and ISO5488. On request class certificates obtained by a witnessed load test can be supplied.

Besides the standard range of these products we also manufacture tailor-made access equipment. The tailor-made equipment is manufactured on the basis of drawings of ladder systems and they are adjusted to the situation of the vessel. Any medium or heavy structural aluminium work to purchasers requirements or own design can be produced at the production facilities. For instance the production and supply of passenger terminal access systems are part of our experience.

The Harbinger Division also specializes in the supply of replacement accommodation ladders. In order to ensure the correct fitting of the ladder to the existing stowing gear, detailed information of the existing system is required. All replacement accommodation ladders are manufactured either by using original drawings, client supplied measurements using the MME checklist, or by using information obtained by MME personnel during a visit to the vessel. The expertise of many years combined with quick delivery time and high quality are the main reasons for MME becoming one of the leaders in the replacement accommodation ladder market.

Key benefits of Harbinger replacement accommodation ladders:
- Quick delivery time
- Competitive pricing, value for money
- No modifications are required thus saving time and money
- On request installation will be carried out
- Use of high quality light-weight seawater resistant aluminium

Another aspect of our services is the design and manufacture of complete ladder systems including self-stowing gear, winches and control systems.

Most types and lengths of standard gangways are readily available from stock at our distribution centre for the Harbinger access equipment in Dintelmond, The Netherlands. If required we can arrange fast road-transport to the vessel within The Netherlands, or near the port of call within Europe.
Rental

At our distribution centre in Rotterdam we keep a separate stock of gangways available for rental as an extra service to our clients.

Should you be in urgent need of a gangway during the repair and maintenance works of your vessel, this would be a quick solution. Gangways are available at day-rates rental.

For further information feel free to contact us.